Animals

Flash Card Printouts

We hope you enjoy these free flash card printouts! To learn more about early childhood education, how to maximize your baby’s intelligence, and to download more useful tools, please visit us at www.BrillBaby.com and www.BrillKids.com.

Instructions

1. For the best results, use A4-sized paper for your print outs. (8.27” x 11.69”)
2. Using a color printer will also be best for showing flash cards with printed pictures.
3. After printing, fold the paper or board in half so that one side shows only the media while the other half shows the written word.
4. Apply glue – we recommend using dry glue – along the inside edges of the flash card to seal the empty side.
5. When not using the flash cards, store them in this folder sleeve.

How to Use your Flash Cards

Using them as word flash cards:
• Arrange your flash cards into a pile, in the reverse order with which you want to show the cards to your child.
• Place your child a few feet away, facing you – get someone to help you by sitting with your child.
• Show the words to your baby by moving the flash cards from behind to front.
• Read out the word when the card reaches the front, when it has fully covered the previous flashcard.
• Go as fast as you can, but make sure that you pronounce each word clearly, with only a very brief pause between words.

Using them as media and word flash cards:
• Show the words to your baby by moving the flash cards from behind to front.
• Show your child the word first while pronouncing the word
• Flip the card to show the image and pronounce the word again (or you can choose to vocalize some sound effects for your baby)
• Flip the card again to show the word and pronounce the word for the third time
bird
cat
Chicken
bop
duck
frog
horse
Like our BrillKids Flash Card Printouts?

You'll **LOVE** Little Reader!

What Little Reader can do that Flash Cards cannot:

- Show videos when teaching (especially useful for action words)
- Play back pre-recorded pronunciations, including foreign language pronunciations
- Play back sound effects
- Easily personalize your lessons with your own pictures, voice recordings and videos
- Display a different picture each time the same word is played back, giving a better understanding of the meaning of the word.
- Easily switch between different modes of display, such as Word flash, Picture flash, Word + picture/video (for multisensory teaching)
- Flash much more rapidly and easily by just clicking the mouse
- Change the way each lesson is presented – switch between word colors, font types, and background colors
- Have a lesson library that is easily expandable and potentially limitless, with new lessons provided by BrillKids and other users, just a few clicks away
- Keep track of exactly how many times each word has been played
- Print out your word library, both in flash card style, or lift-the-flap multisensory style.

Visit www.brillkids.com